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Abstract
Two of the most important refinements of the Nash equilibrium concept for extensive
form games with perfect recall are Selten’s (1975) perfect equilibrium and Kreps
and Wilson’s (1982) more inclusive sequential equilibrium. These two equilibrium
refinements are motivated in very different ways. Nonetheless, as Kreps and Wilson
(1982, Section 7) point out, the two concepts lead to similar prescriptions for
equilibrium play. For each particular game form, every perfect equilibrium is
sequential. Moreover, for almost all assignments of payoffs to outcomes, almost
all sequential equilibrium strategy profiles are perfect equilibrium profiles, and all
sequential equilibrium outcomes are perfect equilibrium outcomes.
We establish a stronger result: For almost all assignments of payoffs to outcomes,
the sets of sequential and perfect equilibrium strategy profiles are identical. In
other words, for almost all games each strategy profile which can be supported by
beliefs satisfying the rationality requirement of sequential equilibrium can actually
be supported by beliefs satisfying the stronger rationality requirement of perfect
equilibrium.
We obtain this result by exploiting the algebraic/geometric structure of these
equilibrium correspondences, following from the fact that they are semi-algebraic
sets; i.e., they are defined by finite systems of polynomial inequalities. That the
perfect and sequential equilibrium correspondences have this semi-algebraic structure follows from a deep result from mathematical logic, the Tarski – Seidenberg
Theorem; that this structure has important game-theoretic consequences follows
from deep properties of semi-algebraic sets.
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1

Introduction

Two of the most important refinements of Nash equilibrium for extensive form
games are (trembling hand) perfect equilibrium (Selten (1975)) and sequential
equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson (1982)). These two equilibrium refinements are
motivated in rather different ways, and correspond to rather different notions of
rationality.1 Nonetheless, as Kreps and Wilson point out, these refinements lead
to quite similar prescriptions for equilibrium play. In particular, every perfect
equilibrium is sequential. Moreover, for each fixed game form, and for almost all
assignments of payoffs to terminal nodes, all sequential equilibrium outcomes are
perfect equilibrium outcomes, and almost all sequential equilibrium strategy profiles
are perfect equilibrium strategy profiles.
The main result of this paper improves these results in a significant way: We
show that, for each game form and almost all assignments of payoffs to terminal
nodes, all sequential equilibrium strategy profiles are perfect equilibrium strategy
profiles. In other words, for almost all games, equilibria which can be supported
by beliefs satisfying the rationality criteria of sequential equilibrium can actually
be supported by beliefs satisfying the more stringent rationality criteria of perfect
equilibrium.
We obtain this result by exploiting the fact that the graphs of the perfect and
sequential equilibrium correspondences have a special structure, because they are
semi-algebraic sets (that is, they can each be written as the solution set to a finite number of polynomial inequalities). This fact allows us to make a connection
between game theory and real algebraic geometry. We believe that, just as differential topology has proved to be the right tool for studying the fine structure of
the Walrasian equilibrium correspondence, so will real algebraic geometry prove to
be the right tool for studying the fine structure of game-theoretic equilibrium correspondences. The semi-algebraic nature of Nash equilibrium has been exploited
by Kohlberg and Mertens (1986) to demonstrate that the set of Nash equilibria
of any game has only a finite number of connected components, a crucial step in
the demonstration that every game admits a stable component of the set of Nash
equilibria. More recently, Schanuel, Simon and Zame (1991) have employed more
sophisticated semi-algebraic techniques to examine the logarithmic and linear tracing procedures.2 Simon (1987) and Blume and Zame (1992) have also used a
1

See Blume, Brandenburger, and Dekel (1991a,b) for a description of lexicographic beliefs and
their role in describing perfect equilibrium, Myerson (1986) for a discussion of the axiomatics of
expected utility with conditional probability systems, and McLennan (1989) for a characterization
of sequential equilibrium using conditional probability systems.
2
Schanuel, Simon and Zame also show that many of the usual game-theoretic equilibrium corre-
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generalization of the theory of semi-algebraic sets to study continuous time games
and local uniqueness of Walrasian equilibrium, respectively.
In the next section we describe some of the machinery of semi-algebraic sets.
Following that we discuss some applications of the semi-algebraic apparatus to noncooperative game theory and discuss the necessary features of perfect and sequential
equilibrium. The final section contains the statement and proof of our main theorem.

2

Semi-Algebraic Sets and Functions

Semi-algebraic sets in Rn are those sets which are defined by finite systems of
polynomial inequalities:
Definition A set X

fx 2 Rn

 Rn is semi-algebraic if it is the finite union of sets of the form
: f1(x) = 0, . . . , fk (x) = 0 and g1 (x) > 0, . . . , gm (x) > 0g

where the fi and gj are polynomials with real coefficients.
A function (or correspondence) f : A ! B with semi-algebraic domain A  Rm
and range B  Rn is semi-algebraic if its graph is a semi-algebraic subset of Rm+n
Obviously, polynomials are semi-algebraic, as are their inverse functions (or
correspondences), and compositions of such. For example, the Euclidean norm jjjj
on Rn is semi-algebraic; its graph is
Graph(k  k) = f(x, a) : x21 +    + x2n

a2 = 0 and a > 0g [ f(0, 0)g

As might be expected, semi-algebraic sets and functions have a very special
structure. For instance, each semi-algebraic set is the finite union of connected realanalytic manifolds (Hironaka (1975)). In particular, each semi-algebraic set has only
a finite number of connected components, and has a well-defined dimension (the
maximum of the dimensions of these manifolds). For our purposes, the following
three additional properties of semi-algebraic sets are the crucial ones.
Topological Operations The closure, boundary and interior of a semi-algebraic
set are again semi-algebraic sets. (See Bochnak, Coste and Roy (1987), Proposition
2.2.2.)
spondences are semi-algebraic, and derive various consequences, including generic continuity.
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Dimension If X is semi-algebraic, then dim [cl X n X] < dim X and dim cl X =
dim X. (See Bochnak, Coste and Roy (1987), Propositions 2.8.2 and 2.8.12.)
Generic Local Triviality Let A, B be semi-algebraic sets and let f : A ! B be a continuous, semi-algebraic function. There is a (relatively) closed, lower-dimensional
semi-algebraic subset B0  B, (the “critical set”) such that for each of the finite number of (relatively) open connected components Bi of BnB0 there is a semi-algebraic
set Ci (the “fiber”) and a semi-algebraic homeomorphism hi : Bi  Ci ! f 1 (Bi )
such that f ((hi (b, c)) = b for all b 2 Bi and c 2 Ci . (Hardt (1980); see also Bochnak,
Coste and Roy (1987), Corollary 9.3.2.)
Generic local triviality says that, except for small sets, the domain and range of
a semi-algebraic function f can be broken up into pieces with the property that each
piece in the domain “is” a product, and the restriction of f to each of these pieces “is”
the projection onto a factor. Generic local triviality serves the the same purposes for
semi-algebraic functions that the Implicit Function Theorem and Sard’s Theorem
serve for smooth functions. Recall that the Implicit Function Theorem states that
the inverse image of a neighborhood of a regular value “is” a product, and Sard’s
Theorem states that “most” values are regular. Generic local triviality says these
things and more:





The set of critical values is lower dimensional.
The complement of the set of critical values has only a finite number of
connected components.
The critical set B0 is itself semi-algebraic, and the restriction of f to f
(the set of “critical points”) is semi-algebraic.

1

(B0)

In view of the third point, we may apply generic local triviality to the semi-algebraic
mapping f : f 1 (B0) ! B0 , and thereby derive implications for the critical set and
the set of critical points.
To illustrate the application of generic local triviality, we prove the following
lemma on the continuity of semi-algebraic correspondences, which will be important
later on.
Lemma Let F : X ! Y be a semi-algebraic correspondence with compact values.
Then F is continuous at every point of the complement of a (relatively) closed,
lower-dimensional, semi-algebraic subset of X.
3

Proof: Let G  X  Y denote the graph of F, and write X and Y for the projections
of X  Y onto X and Y, repectively. Apply generic local triviality to the projection
S
map X ; write X0 for the critical set, XnX0 = Xi for the decomposition of the
complement of the critical set into connected components, Zi for the “fiber” of Xi ,
and hi for the semi-algebraic homeomorphism. Then Xi is a connected, relatively
open subset of X, and, for every x 2 Xi ,
F(x) = Y ((hi (fxg  Zi ))
Since hi is a homeomorphism and X ((hi(fxg  Zi )) = x, it is evident that the
restriction of F to Xi is continuous. Since Xi is a relatively open set, F is in fact
continuous at each point of Xi . 2
An important special case arises when F is singleton-valued.
Corollary Let f : X ! Y be a semi-algebraic function. Then f is continuous at
every point of the complement of a closed, lower-dimensional semi-algebraic subset
of X.
By definition a set is semi-algebraic if it can be defined by systems of polynomial
equalities and inequalities. Of course, a given set may be defined in many different
ways; the fact that a particular definition is not by polynomial inequalities does not
exclude the possibility of an equivalent definition in terms of polynomial inequalities.
What we would like therefore is a simple and powerful test for a set to be semialgebraic. A remarkable theorem of mathematical logic, the Tarski – Seidenberg
Theorem (Tarski (1951), Seidenberg (1954)), provides what we want. The Tarski –
Seidenberg Theorem is concerned with the first-order theory of real closed fields;
for our purposes, we only need to know what it tells us about the first-order theory
of the real numbers.3 In the interests of readability, the following exposition is
informal.
Formulas in the first-order theory of the real numbers are expressions involving
variables and constants, the universal and existential quantifiers 8 and 9, the logical
connectives ^ (and),_ (or), and : (not), the operations + (addition), (subtraction),
 (multiplication), / (division), and the relations = (equality), greater than > and less
3

Bewley and Kohlberg (1976a,b) have applied the Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem to the real
closed field of Puiseux series in order to establish some facts about zero-sum stochastic games. To
the best of our knowledge, the first game-theoretic application of the Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem
was in Kohlberg’s masters thesis at The Hebrew University. (We thank Abraham Neyman for this
reference.)
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than <. (Note that we do not consider formulas involving sets or the “belongs
to” relationship; it is this that distinguishes first-order formulas from higher order
formulas.)
We will not give a formal description of such formulas; intuitively we know what
they are. (Formalities can be found in Chang and Keisler (1973), for example.) Here
are some examples of first order formulas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

x>0

8y 9x (x + y = 1) ^ (x = y)
8y y = 1
(x2 + 4x = y) ^ (y3 = 3)

Of course, we have used the expressions x2 and y3 as shorthand for the longer
expressions x  x and y  y  y. In the same spirit, we use the symbols for less than
or equal (), greater than or equal (), implication ()) and equivalence ( () )
rather than the longer expressions they replace. Thus
(5)

[9y (y > 0 ^ xy = 3)] ) x > 0

is also a first order formula.
Variables which are quantified, such as x and y in formula (2) and y in formulas
(3) and (5), are said to be bound; unbound variables are free. (Note that a formula
involving no variables is simply a conjunction and disjunction of real inequalities.)
A formula with no free variables has a truth value, which might be true or false; both
(2) and (3) above are false. Formulas which involve free variables have no truth
value. However, if Φ is a formula in which only the variables x1 , . . . , xn are free,
substituting the real numbers r1 , . . . , rn for x1 , . . . , xn yields a formula Φ(r1 , . . . , rn )
with no free variables; (r1 , . . . , rn ) satisfies Φ if Φ(r1, . . . , rn ) is true. The set of
n-tuples satisfying Φ is said to be defined by Φ; we write fx : Φ(x)g for this set. If
fx : Φ(x)g is empty, Φ is unsatisfiable. Formulas Φ and Ψ involving the same free
variables are equivalent if they define the same sets.4
By definition, a subset of Rn is semi-algebraic if and only if it is defined by
a first-order formula with n free variables and no bound variables. (For instance,
formulas (1) and (4) above define semi-algebraic subsets of R1 and R2 , respectively.)
4

This amounts to the same thing as logical equivalence.
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The Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem allows us to identify all sets defined by first-order
formulas as semi-algebraic.
Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem Every first-order formula with n free variables is
equivalent to a first-order formula with n free variables and no bound variables,
and hence defines a semi-algebraic subset of Rn .

3

Equilibrium

In this section we use the Tarski–Seidenberg Theorem to demonstrate that many
important notions in non-cooperative game theory lead to semi-algebraic sets.
We study N-person extensive form games with perfect recall. An extensive form
is specified by a tuple Γ = (T , P , H, C, ) where T is a tree, P is the player partition,
H is the information partition, C is the labelling of choices and  is the vector of
probability distributions over moves of nature. (We treat  as part of the game form,
and not as a parameter.) The set of terminal nodes of the tree is denoted by Z. A
payoff function for player n is a function u : Z ! R. Write Un = RZ for the space of
Q
player n’s payoff functions, and U = n Un = (RZ )N . The game Γ(u) is specified by
the extensive form Γ and the payoffs u 2 U.

Let Sn denote the set of (mixed) behavior strategies for player n, and let In  Sn
Q
be the (finite) subset consisting of pure strategies. Write S = Nm=1 Sm and S n =
Q
m6 =n Sm . The sets S, Sn , S n are all semi-algebraic (indeed, they are defined by
linear inequalities). Fix a strategy sn for player n and a terminal node z 2 Z. The
probability Pr fzjsn , s n g that z is reached (from the initial node), given that player
n plays according to sn and other players play according to s n , is a polynomial
function of sn and s n (because it is the product of the probabilities of those choices
of player n and all other players that describe the path from the root of T to z).
In particular, the probabilities Pr fzjsn , s n g are semi-algebraic on S. Hence, the
expected utility functions
X
vn(sn , s n , u) =
un(z)Pr fzjsn , s n g
z

are semi-algebraic on S  U. Of course, if we fix a strategy n 2 Sn, the probabilities Pr fzjn , s n g are semi-algebraic on S n and the expected utility functions
vn (n, s n , u) are semi-algebraic on S n  U.
We show first that the set of Nash equilibria of a given game and the graph
of the Nash equilibrium correspondence are semi-algebraic sets. We do this by
6

explicitly writing down the polynomial inequalities that define these sets. A Nash
equilibrium is a strategy profile with the property that no player can benefit by
unilaterally changing his strategy. If a strategy is not optimal for a player, there is a
pure strategy which does better. Thus the set of strategy profiles for which player n
is not optimizing is:
[
X
Tn (u) =
f s : s 2 S , vn(jn, sn , u)sn (jn) < vn(in, s n , u) g

2

in In

2

jn In

Keep in mind that S is a semi-algebraic set, so the expression s 2 S may be regarded
as shorthand for the polynomial inequalities that define S. Now and in the future,
we find it convenient to write s 2 S rather than to write the more cumbersome
expressions involving the polynomial inequalities that define S. Thus Tn(u) is
written as the union of a finite number of sets (one for each pure strategy in 2 In),
each of which is defined by polynomial inequalities, and so Tn(u) is a semi-algebraic
set. Of course, the set of Nash equilibria for the game Γ(u) is:
[
NE(u) = S n
Tn(u)
n

the complement of the set of all strategy profiles in which at least one player is not
optimizing, so this too is a semi-algebraic set.
To see that the graph of the Nash equilibrium correspondence is semi-algebraic,
we proceed in the same manner. Set
[
X
Vn =
f (s, u) : (s, u) 2 S  U , vn(jn, s n , u)sn(jn) < vn(in, s n , u) g

2

in In

2

jn In

This is evidently a semi-algebraic set. The graph of the Nash equilibrium correspondence is
[
Graph(NE) = S  U n
Vn
n

and is, therefore, also a semi-algebraic set.
Since a strategy profile is subgame-perfect if and only if it satisfies the Nash equilibrium condition in every subgame, we conclude, just as above, that the subgameperfect equilibrium correspondence is defined by a finite number of polynomial
inequalities. In summary, we have proved:
Theorem 1 For every extensive form Γ, the Nash and subgame-perfect equilibrium
correspondences are semi-algebraic.

7

Of course, the argument we have used is unnecessarily redundant; once we
know that the graph Graph(G) of a correspondence G : U ! S is semi-algebraic, it
follows immediately that the values G(u) are all semi-algebraic, since
G(u) = fs 2 S : (u, s) 2 Gg
Henceforth, we shall establish the semi-algebraic nature of correspondences, and
leave the reader to infer the semi-algebraic nature of values.
To talk about perfect and sequential equilibrium, we need some notation to
describe perturbations. For each information set h 2 H, let C(h) be the set of
choices available at h, let ∆C(h) be the set of probability distributions over choices
C(h), and let n(h) be the player to whom the information set h belongs. Write Hn
for the family of all information sets belonging to player n. If h 2 Hn , then each
strategy sn 2 Sn determines a probability distribution sn (h) 2 ∆C(h); write sn (h, c)
for the probability assigned to the choice c 2 C(h). Write C = [h2H C(h) for the set
P
of all choices. A perturbation is a a function  : C ! R++ such that c2C(h)  (c) < 1
for each information set h. Given such a perturbation  , we define the perturbed
strategy set for player n to be
Sn ( ) = f sn

2 Sn : 8c 2 C(h) 8h 2 Hn sn(h, c)  (c) g

The perturbed game Γ(u,  ) is the game with extensive form Γ and payoffs u, in
which each player n is constrained to choose strategies sn 2 Sn( ). A perturbed game
Q
equilibrium for Γ(u,  ) is a strategy profile s 2 S( ) = n Sn ( ) having the property
that each player n’s strategy choice sn is a best response (among the strategies Sn( ))
to s n . The perturbed game equilibrium correspondence PNE : U  RC++ ! S is
therefore:
PNE(u,  ) = f s 2 S( ) : 8n 8n 2 Sn ( ) vn (n, s n , u)  vn (sn, s n , u) g
Perfect equilibria are just limits of equilibria of perturbed games:
Definition A strategy profile s 2 S is a perfect equilibrium of the game Γ(u) if
t 1
and only if there exist a sequence f t g1
t=1 of perturbations and a sequence fs gt=1 of
strategy profiles such that st 2 PNE(u,  t ) for each t and ( t , st ) ! (0, s).
The definition of sequential equilibrium is a bit more complicated, since a
sequential equilibrium consists of a strategy profile and a belief system. Since
we are interested only in strategy profiles, however, it is convenient to use as
the definition of sequential equilibrium the following result of Kreps and Wilson
((1982), Proposition 6).
8

Proposition A A strategy profile s 2 S is (the strategy part of) a sequential
equilibrium of the game Γ(u) if and only if there is a sequence fst g1
t=1 of completely
t 1
mixed strategies and a sequence fu gt=1 of payoff functions such that

 st ! s and ut ! u
 for all indices t, informations sets h 2 H, and choices c, c0 2 Ch, if sth(c) > 0
then vn(h) (c, stn(h) , utn(h) )  vn(h) (c0, stn(h) , utn(h) )
Proposition A gives a characterization of sequential equilibrium in terms of
“test sequences”. The following result gives a more convenient characterization of
sequential equilibrium in terms of “perturbed games”. The proof simply adds utility
perturbations to Selten’s (1975) proofs of his Lemmas 11 and 12 and Theorem 7,
which characterize perfect equilibrium in normal form games both in terms of test
sequences and in terms of perturbed games. Details are left to the reader.
Proposition B A strategy profile s 2 S is (the strategy part of) a sequential
equilibrium of the game Γ(u) if and only if there is a sequence f(ut ,  t , st )g1
t=1 
Graph(PNE) with limit (u, 0, s).
Note that these characterizations of sequential equilibrium differ from the corresponding characterizations of perfect equilibrium only in that, for sequential equilibrium, we may tremble payoffs as well as strategies.
With these definitions in hand, we now show that, for a given extensive form,
all of these correspondences are semi-algebraic.
Theorem 2 For every extensive form Γ, the perturbed game correspondence PNE,
the perfect equilibrium correspondence PE and the sequential equilibrium correspondence SE are all semi-algebraic.
Proof: The graph of PNE is:
Graph(PNE) = f (u,  , s)

2 U  RC++  S

: s 2 S( ) 8n 8n 2 Sn ( )
vn (n, s n , u)  vn (sn, s n , u) g

Keeping in mind our convention that expressions such as s 2 S( ) are shorthand for
the first-order formulas that define the set S( ), we see immediately that Graph(PNE)
is defined by a first-order formula, so the Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem implies
9

that it is a semi-algebraic set.5 For the perfect and sequential correspondences,
the definitions we have given are not first-order, but we may rewrite them as  -
statements and apply the Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem. The graph of the perfect
equilibrium correspondence is
Graph(PE) =

f (u, s) 2 U  S

:

8 > 0 8 > 0 9 2 RC++ 9s0 2 S()
(u,  , s0 ) 2 Graph(PNE)
kk <  ^ ks s0k <  g

Clearly Graph(PE) is defined by a first-order formula and so, according to the Tarski
– Seidenberg Theorem, is semi-algebraic. The graph of the sequential equilibrium
strategy correspondence is
Graph(SE) = f(u, s) 2 U  S :

8 > 0 8 > 0 9u0 2 U 9 2 RC++ 9s0 2 S()
(u,  , s0 ) 2 Graph(PNE)
kk <  ^ ku u0k <  ^ ks s0k <  g

Again, Graph(SE) is defined by a first-order formula and so, according to the
Tarski-Seidenberg Theorem, is semi-algebraic. 2
Note that the force of the Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem is required in the above
proofs precisely because the formulae for the graphs of PE and SE contain bound
variables. Of course, similar arguments will also suffice to establish the semialgebraic nature of many other equilibrium refinements.6
The semi-algebraic nature of these various correspondences entails many consequences for their structure. For our purpose, the most important consequence is
generic continuity. The following result is an immediate application of generic local
triviality, as embodied in the Lemma of Section 2.
Theorem 3 For every extensive form Γ there is a closed, lower dimensional semialgebraic set U0  U such that the Nash, subgame perfect,sequential, and perfect
equilibrium correspondences are continuous at every point of UnU0 .
5

Alternatively, it is easy to give an elementary argument along the lines of the argument we used
for the Nash equilibrium correspondence.
6
Indeed, the only equilibrium refinement about which there is some question appears to be stable
equilibrium, which is a set-valued solution concept.
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4

Perfect and Sequential Equilibrium

In this section we establish the generic equality of the sets of perfect and sequential
equilibrium strategy profiles. Our argument is based on the characterizations of
perfect and sequential equilibrium strategies in terms of limit points of the graph
W = Graph(PNE) of the perturbed equilibrium correspondence. The following
definition will be useful.
Definition The vertical closure of W is the set
vertcl W = f(u,  , s) :

t t
9 f(u, t , st )g1t=1  W , (u, , s) = tlim
!1(u,  , s )g

In words: the vertical closure of W is the set of points which can be obtained
as limits of sequences in W that keep the payoff u fixed. The definition of perfect
equilibrium says that s is a perfect equilibrium strategy profile of the game Γ(u) if
and only if (u, 0, s) is in the vertical closure of W. By contrast, Proposition B says
that s is a sequential equilibrium strategy profile of Γ(u) if and only if (u, 0, s) is the
limit of a sequence f(ut ,  t , st )g in W; that is, if and only if (u, 0, s) is in the (ordinary)
closure of W. The generic coincidence of perfect and sequential equilibrium will
therefore from the generic coincidence of cl W and vertcl W at  = 0. It is clear
from the definition that vertcl W  cl W. For an arbitrary W, this would be all that
could be said. As we have seen, however, W is a semi-algebraic set, and so generic
triviality enables us to say more.
Theorem 4 For every extensive form Γ there is a closed, lower-dimensional set
U0  U of payoffs such that the sets of perfect and sequential equilibrium strategy
profiles coincide for all u 2 U nU0. Moreover, the sets of perfect and sequential
equilibrium strategies coincide for all payoffs u at which the sequential equilibrium
correspondence is lower hemi-continuous and the perfect equilibrium correspondence is upper hemi-continuous.
Kreps and Wilson (1982) assert — but do not prove — that the sequential and
perfect equilibria of a game Γ(u) coincide at every u where the perfect equilibrium
correspondence is upper hemi-continuous. Our coincidence result, the second assertion of Theorem 4, is slightly weaker. Note that, because the sequential equilibrium
correspondence is upper hemi-continuous and contains the perfect equilibrium correspondence, the perfect equilibrium correspondence must be upper hemi-continuous
at each u where it coincides with the sequential equilibrium correspondence.
11

Proof: We first establish that certain functions are semi-algebraic. For A a semialgebraic set, write D(x, A) for the (Euclidean) distance from x to A. The graph of
D(x, A) is defined by a first-order formula:
Graph(D) = f(x, d) : x 2 Rn d

kx

2 R d  0 8 > 0 9a 2 A 8b 2 A
ak2 < (d + )2 ^ kx bk2  d2 g

It follows from the Tarski – Seidenberg Theorem that D(x, A) is semi-algebraic.
Define f , g : U  S ! R by


f (u, s) = d (u, 0, s) , W


g(u, s) = d (u, 0, s) , W \ f(u0,  , s0 ) : u0 = ug
The graph of the sequential equilibrium correspondence is f 1 (0) and the graph of
the perfect equilibrium correspondence is g 1 (0). The exceptional set of games for
which not all sequential equilibria are perfect is
E = fu :

9s f (u, s) = 0 ^

g(u, s) 6= 0g.

Clearly, f and g are semi-algebraic functions, so E is a semi-algebraic set. We claim
that it is lower-dimensional.
To this end, define k(u) = sups fg(u, s) : f (u, s) = 0g. The function k is semialgebraic and E = fu : k(u) 6= 0g. If C is not lower-dimensional, there is a
semi-algebraic open set Q and an  > 0 with the property that kjQ > . The set
G = f(u, s) : u 2 Q

^ f (u, s) = 0 ^

g(u, s)  g

is semi-algebraic and its projection onto Q is all of Q, so we can choose a semialgebraic selection from this projection — i.e. a semi-algebraic function : Q ! S
with the property that (u, (u)) 2 G. From the generic continuity of semi-algebraic
functions it follows that there is a semi-algebraic open set Q0  Q on which is
continuous. Let u 2 Q0 . Since (u) is a sequential equilibrium, there is a sequence
f(ut, t , st )g1t=1 in W with limit (u, 0, (u)). From the continuity of ,

k(ut , t , st )

(ut , 0, (ut ))k

!

0

Thus for t large enough, g(ut , (ut )) < , which contradicts the construction of .
We conclude that E is lower-dimensional, as asserted.
Set U0 = cl E; this is a semi-algebraic set, and has the same dimension as E (by
the Dimension property). The argument above shows that SE(u) = PE(u) for each
u 2 U nU0, so we have proved our first assertion.
12

The second assertion rests on what we have already established and a simple
observation about nested correspondences. Let u be a payoff at which PE is upper
hemi-continuous and SE is lower hemi-continuous. Lower dimensionality of E
(which entails density of its complement) means that we can find a sequence fung
in the complement of C, converging to u. By definition of E, PE(un) = SE(un) for
each n. Upper hemi-continuity of PE at u and lower hemi-continuity of SE at u
entail that PE(u)  SE(u); since all perfect equilibria are sequential, we conclude
that PE(u) = SE(u) as desired. 2
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